
English 3 
Mrs. Leone 
Literary Movements 
Transcendentalism 

Are you a Transcendentalist? 

Seine of the main ideas of Transcendentalism include the following: 

• Self-reliance: The Transcendentalists distrusted anyone claiming political, religious, or intellectual 
authority. They believed that each person should trust his or her own intuition, 

• Society vs, the individual: Society is usually misguided, and it tends to force conformity. 

• The connection between people and nature: Nature and human beings are not separate; in fact, 
everything that exists is unified by one spirit: 

Take the following quiz to see if you agree with the main ideas of Transcendentalism. 

1. I get most of my knowledge from 
A. books and other people. 
B. my own experience and intuition. 

2. I believe that government should be 
A. very powerful. 
B. very limited. 

3. When walking through the woods, I feel 
A. scared. 
B. comfortable. 

4. Titles, positions of power, and awards are 
A. important. 
B. unimportant. 

5. Good decisions are more often made by 
A. groups. 
B. individuals. 



If you chose mostly "A" answers, your personal philosophy is probably unlike that of the Transcendentalists. 
You may believe that society is beneficial and that external sources of authority (books, people who have 
more power than you) can be safely believed and obeyed. You may also not feel very connected or interested 
in nature. 

If you chose mostly "B" answers, you may have more in common with the Transcendentalists. You may 
prefer to listen to your own heart and mind before you obey another person, even if that person technically 
has more power than you. Perhaps you also feel a connection to nature and feel it is an integral and equal 
part of our world. 

Am I a transcendentalist? 	YES or NO 

1. After you score your responses and see how you did on the quiz, write a one paragraph 
response to your results. Do you agree or disagree with the results of your quiz? Explain 

why or why not. 

2. Take a look at the list of basic tenets of Transcendentalism you received earlier. Which 
idea on the list do you agree with the most? Explain. 

3. Which idea on the list do you agree with the least? Explain. 
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